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We calculate the e�ects of both electric and magnetic �elds on the donor transition energies
on a GaAs-Ga1�xAlxAs quantum well by following a variational calculation within the
e�ective-mass approximation which takes into account the anisotropy e�ects of the applied
electric �eld. A detailed analysis of the absorption spectra considering the impurity-doping
pro�le was performed and the results are compared with experimental data by Yoo et al.

[Phys. Rev. 44, 13152 (1991)]. The theoretical results for the donor transition energies for
GaAs-Ga1�xAlxAs quantum well are in good agreement with the reported measurements.

I. Introduction

The important role played by impurities on bulk

semiconductor systems has achieved its natural coun-

terpart into the physics of low-dimensional heterostruc-

tures as it is the case of selectively-doped quantum

wells (QW's). Spectroscopic measurements of various

kinds have been used over the past few years to deter-

mine the e�ects of con�nement on shallow impurities

in QW's structures. In particular, Parihar et al.
[1] have

recently shown how impurity transitions can be used to

avoid the rapid nonradiative intersubband relaxation

of carriers and could naturally �nd applications as in-

frared detectors and emitters. Jarosik et al.
[2] have

reported 1s ! 2p� transitions in GaAs-Ga1�xAlxAs

quantum wells by analysing the transmission spectra

of far-infrared magnetospectroscopic measurements on

shallow impurities in these QW's. The e�ects of mag-

netic and electric �elds on the con�ned impurities in

selectively-donor-doped quantum wells have been stud-

ied by Yoo et al.
[3]. By investigations on the far-infrared

magnetospectroscopy measurements they observed that

the impurity distribution is strongly reected in the ab-

sorption line shape.

In a recent theoretical work[4], we have calculated

the 1s ! 2p� transition energies of hydrogenic donors

in a GaAs-Ga1�xAlxAs QW under electric and mag-

netic �elds by adopting a simple variational calcula-

tion. The results evidenciated a strong dependence on

the impurity position along the well and also show that

the theoretical results for the transition energies deviate

from the experirnental data for large range of electric

�eld values. In that case the donor hydrogen-like part

of the envelope-wave function deviate from the simple

form considered in that work since it does not take into

account the strong anisotropy introduced by the electric

�eld and therefore a more realistic description would be

necessary. Comparisons with experimental data also in-

dicated that a detailed study of the intradonor absorp-

tion spectra together with a proper consideration of the

impurity-doping pro�le were necessary for a quantita-

tive understanding of the experimental results[5].

In this work we present a variational calculation of

the 1s! 2p+ transition energies for a donor in a GaAs-

Ga1�xAlxAs QW which explicitly takes magnetic- and

electric-�eld e�ects into account. We adopt a more re-

alistic trial envelope-wave function for the donor elec-

tron which considers the anisotropy introduced by the

electric �eld. The theoretical results clearly evidenciate

good agreement with the experimental data by Yoo et

al.
[3].
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II. Theory

In the e�ective-mass approximation, the Hamilto-

nian for a hydrogenic impurity in a GaAs-Ga1�xAlxAs

QW, in the presence of a magnetic �eld B and an elec-

tric �eld F, both applied perpendicularly to the inter-

faces, can be written as
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1
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+ jejFz + VB(z) ; (1)

where VB is the barrier potential, r = [�2+(z�zi)2]1=2

is the electron position with respect to the donor at zi

and m� and � are the GaAs conduction-band e�ective-

mass and dieletric constant, respectively. Using a

cylindrical gauge, the vector potential is de�ned as

A = (BXr)
2 : The variational donor-envelope-wave func-

tions are taken as product of the exact solution of the

square well with applied electric �eld[6] (a linear combi-

nation of Airy functions) and variational hydrogen-like

functions[7] for the 1s � (m = 0) and 2p+(m = +1)�

like states

�n;l;m = �jmjeim�e�(�r+��2+(z�zi)
2); (2)

where n; l; and m are integers which correspond to the

principal, orbital and azimuthal quantum numbers of

the hydrogen-like functions, respectively, and �, � and

 are variational parameters. The energies of the 1s and

2p+-like states are calculated from the minimization of

the energy with respect to the variational parameters

(�; �, and ) as functions of the electric and magnetic

�elds.

The absorption spectra for x-polarized radiation be-

tween donor states 1s and excited states 2p+ can be

obtained by[8]

c

�(!) � !

Z L=2

�L=2

j < 1sjxj2p+ > j2P (zi)�(E1s�2p+ � ~!)dzi ; (3)

d

where P (zi) is the donor density distribution in the

QW; E1s!2p+, are the transition energies between the

1s-like and 2p+-like states, and a sum over donor posi-

tions has been approximated by the integral on zi.

Figure 1. Intradonor 1s! 2p+ transition energies for an L
= 500�A GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW and for (a) B = 7, 8 and
9T as a function of the applied electric �eld and for (b) B
= 8T as a function of the donor position within the well for
three values of the electric �eld. Full curve corresponds to
the present calculation whereas the dotted curves are con-
cerned with a simple one parameter envelope wave-function.
The full dots in (a) correspond to experimental data by Yoo
et al. [see Ref.3].
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III. Results

Theoretical results and experimental data[3] for

1s! 2p+ intradonor transition energies for an L = 500

�A GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW under diferent values of mag-

netic �elds as a function of the applied electric �eld are

shown in Fig. (1a). Experimental data are concerned

to a central 1/3 doped GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW whereas

the theoretical results are for on-center donors. A com-

parison between the present calculation and one related

to a simple one parameter envelope wave-function (dot-

ted curves) is also shown in the �gure evidenciating a

reduction on the 1s ! 2p+ intradonor transition ener-

gies. The dependence of the donor 1s! 2p+ transitions

energies on the donor position within the quantum well

is detailed in Fig. (1b) for three values of the elec-

tric �eld. An enhancement on the transition energies

for donors at the left well edge (zi = �L=2) is clearly

noted as the electric �eld increases due to the larger

concentration of the electronic charge around the im-

purity caused by distortion of the QW in the presence

of the applied electric �eld.

Figure 2. j < 1sjxj2p+ > j2 transition strength for L =
500 �A GaAI-Ga1�xAlxAs QW under a magnetic �eld of 8T
applied along the growth direction for zero and 20 kV/cm
electric �eld.

Fig. 2 show the transition strengths, j<1sjxj2p+>

j2, for an x-polarized radiation, for an L = 500 �A GaAl-

Ga1�xAlxAs QW under a magnetic �eld of 8 T for two

values of the electric �eld as a function of the donor po-

sition within the QW. One should notice that since the

experimental data are concerned to 1/3 central-doped

samples, the actual region which deserves a detailed

study goes from -L/6 to L/6. As expected, in the

case of zero electric �eld, the transition strength ex-

hibits perfect symmetry around the center of the well.

In the presence of an electric �eld, the square shape

of quantum well changes to a triangular one concen-

trating the electronic charge on one of the sides of

the QW; this e�ect is also reected on the transition

strengths. As expected, the transition strength is very

sensitive to the value of the electric �eld and to the

impurity position within the well indicating unanbigu-

ously that absorption spectra calculations are funda-

mental for a correct theoretical treatment of the exper-

imental data. Absorption coe�cients for an L = 500 �A

GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW as functions of the photon en-

ergy for some values of the applied �elds are presented

in Fig. 3. It is interesting to notice that for the case of

zero electric �eld [see Fig. 3(a)] the intradonor absorp-

tion spectra exhibits a well-de�ned peak at the energy

corresponding to the intradonor 1s ! 2p+ transition

whereas for F = 5.5 kV/cm a broad feature is found in

the structure of the absorption spectra. This indicates

that a crude analysis of the absorption spectra, tak-

ing into account the impurity pro�le, must be viewed

with caution for a large range of electric �eld since it

does not always exhibit a well de�ned peak which char-

acterize the transition energy of interest. The strong

evolution on the shape of the absorption spectra as the

electric �eld changes from zero to 23 kV/cm is shown

in Fig. 3(b). Also shown in Fig. 3(a) are the results for

a calculation considering a simple donor envelope-wave

function with only one variational parameter (dotted

curves). It is apparent from a comparison between both

theoretical results that when absorption coe�cient does

not exhibit a well de�ned peak [see the case for F =

5.5kV/cm] the intradonor transition energy can not be

simply associated with its larger value since it does not

always correspond to the actual transition energy; for

an electric �eld of 5.5kV/cm the intensity of the ab-

sorption coe�cient is almost constant for a large range

of photon energy in both calculations.
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Figure 3. 1s! 2p+ intradonor absorption coe�cient, �(!),
for an L = 500 �A GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW under a magnetic
�eld of 8T and for a distribution over the central 1/3 of
donor impurities for (a) 0 kV/cm and 5.5 kV/cm, and (b)
for a large range of electric �eld (from 0 to 23 kV/cm). The
full dots on the horizontal axis of Figure (a) correspond to
experimental data by Yoo et al. [Ref. 3].

Results for the intradonor 1s! 2p+ transitions en-

ergies as functions of the electric �eld for B = 8T for an

L = 500 �A GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW are presented in Fig.

4. We compare both theoretical results obtained via the

\peaks" of the absorption coe�cient (full curves) with

the on-center donor results (dotted curves). The ex-

perimental data which are for wells donor doped over

the central 1/3, are denoted by full dots. The remark-

able di�erences found between the theoretical results

obtained via the \peaks" of the absorption coe�cient

for a large range of electric �eld value for both calcu-

lations, and experimental data, can mainly be under-

stood from inspections of Fig. 3 by analysing the shape

of the absorption spectra for di�erent values of the ap-

plied electric �eld.

Figure 4. Intradonor 1s! 2p� transition energies for an L
= 500 �A GaAl-Ga1�xAlxAs QW and for B = 8T for theoret-
ical donor on-center calculations (dotted curves) and transi-
tion energies obtained via the peaks of the absorption spec-
tra (solid curves) as functions of the applied electric �eld.
Full dots correspond to experimental results by Yoo et al.
[Ref 3].

In summary we have presented a theoretical study

of the e�ects of electric and magnetic �elds on the

intradonor infrared-absorption spectra associated with

1s! 2p+ transitions of donors in GaAs-GaAlAs quan-

tum wells following a variational treatment within the

e�ective-mass approximation. The choice of a more ad-

justable trial wave-function for the hydrogenic part of

the envelope wave-function which includes the e�ects of

the applied �elds together with an appropriate calcula-

tion of the absorption coe�cients (which takes into ac-

count the pro�le of the impurity distribution) provides

a quantitative understanding of the magnetospectro-

scopic measurements.
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